Direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a hypersonic compressible flow over a blunt wedge with fast acoustic disturbances in freestream is performed. The receptivity characteristics of boundary layer to freestream pulse acoustic disturbances are numerically investigated at Mach 6, and the frequency effects of freestream pulse wave on boundary layer receptivity are discussed. Results show that there are several main disturbance mode clusters in boundary layer under acoustic pulse wave, and the number of main disturbance clusters decreases along the streamwise. As disturbance wave propagates from upstream to downstream direction, the component of the modes below fundamental frequency decreases, and the component of the modes above second harmonic components increases quickly in general. There are competition and disturbance energy transfer between different boundary layer modes. The nose boundary layer is dominated by the nearby mode of fundamental frequency. The number of the main disturbance mode clusters decreases as the freestream disturbance frequency increases. The frequency range with larger growth narrows along the streamwise. In general, the amplitudes of both fundamental mode and harmonics become larger with the decreasing of freestream disturbance frequency. High frequency freestream disturbance accelerates the decay of disturbance wave in downstream boundary layer.
Introduction
The flow separation, lift, drag, and heat-load on surface are highly dependent on the stare of boundary layer flow when the aircraft flies through the atmosphere. However, laminar and turbulent are usually considered as types of boundary layer flow state [1] . And the aerodynamic forces and aerothermal characteristics for laminar state are significantly different from those for turbulent [2] . Also, it is known from [3] that the aerodynamic heating and forces of the aircraft are significantly affected by laminar-turbulent transition of flow state, which is the process of flow instability. Thus, it is of great importance to simulate the process from laminar condition to turbulent one. It is meaningful for the optimization design of aerodynamic shape, thermal protection, and safety improvement. Given the importance of investigations on boundary layer's stability, a series of experimental and numerical investigations on the subject are conducted [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . At the same time, the research of the stability and transition mechanisms for compressible flow becomes popular in the field of aerodynamics. Compared to incompressible flow, the investigations on the flow characteristics of compressible flow started later, and compressible flow is more complex than incompressible flow [9] [10] [11] . Fedorov and Khokhlov [12] confirmed that several unstable modes exist in hypersonic boundary layer. Some modes (mainly the first mode) which correspond to squire mode in incompressible boundary layer are subordinate to viscous unstable modes. Additional inviscid disturbances are called high mode disturbance, and it is believed that the first additional disturbances are the least stable modes for two-dimensional disturbances. Besides, a lot of works on the stability of hypersonic boundary layer were performed by many researchers, including the impact parameter and the theoretical explanation of stability characteristic which are widely studied [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The receptivity of the boundary layer over a flat plate is studied by Ma and Zhong [13] , and 2 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering the effects of different types of freestream disturbances are considered. Layek et al. [14] numerically studied the response of laminar flow in a symmetric sudden expanded channel to wall blowing-suction and found the critical Reynolds number for symmetry breaking of the flow decreased with the increasing values of suction speeds. The effects of nose bluntness on hypersonic boundary layer receptivity and stability over cones are discussed in [15] . Lee et al. [16] , based on two different wall temperatures, investigated the effects of wall heating on turbulent boundary layers with temperaturedependent viscosity. Krogstad and Antonia [17] investigated the effects of surface roughness on a turbulent boundary layer by experiment; the turbulent energy production and the turbulent diffusion are significantly affected by rough surfaces. As is shown in previous studies, most of these researches focused on the receptivity of freestream disturbance and wall blowing-suction, effects of nose bluntness on boundary layer stability and wall temperature on disturbance modes evolution in boundary layer, and response of hypersonic boundary layer to roughness wall and turbulence degree in inlet flow. Investigations on this area are usually based on the time period state of unsteady flow under disturbance wave [18] . However, few works were conducted on the interactions between freestream pulse wave and flowfield as well as boundary layer and the stability characteristics of boundary layer for pulse disturbance, whereas flowfield characteristic especially boundary layer state under freestream pulse wave is rather different from that under freestream continuous wave, and the initial generation and development of boundary layer disturbance wave for the former are rather different from the latter. However, the disturbance production and development produced significant effect on boundary layer receptivity [11] , which is a significant role in the transition from laminar flow to turbulent. Systematic investigations on the receptivity of boundary layer under freestream pulse are still rare, which not only are helpful to understand the stability characteristic of boundary layer under pulse wave, but also can give a new perspective for boundary layer stability mechanism studies. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the boundary layer's receptivity under freestream pulse wave. The significant impact of disturbance wave frequency in freestream is confirmed in the investigation on receptivity of hypersonic boundary layer to freestream continuous and weak disturbance wave [19] . It is believed that freestream pulse disturbance frequency had influenced the receptivity of hypersonic boundary layer. Thus, it is necessary to complete much more investigations on the effects of pulse wave frequency in freestream receptivity.
Receptivity is the process that the freestream disturbances react with the shock wave, and then the disturbance entering into the boundary layer leads to the unstable disturbance wave in the boundary layer. To make a survey of the receptivity the theoretical method, the experimental research, and the numerical simulation are all the available tools. The flow stability theory is mainly including linear stability theory and nonlinear stability theory which is mainly used in the theoretical method. The main theoretical analysis tool for small perturbation wave evolution analysis is linear stability theory (LST). When the external disturbance is weak, there will be some linear growth areas with a long distance, and this distance also includes the process of receptivity. Thus, the linear stability theory and the receptivity theory are commonly used to analyze the growth and evolution of small disturbances. That can be used to identify the main components of stability characteristics of boundary layer disturbances [20] . LST is also the basic starting point of the method to predict the transition point. But when the flow disturbance is large, nonlinear effects become significant, and the linear stability theory will no longer play a part. The nonlinear stability theory is formed to explain the nonlinear flow transition mechanism. Although the theoretical analysis is reliable and suitable for some typical problems of flow stability, it is of great complexity and can provide only limited flowfield information and its function is limited for broader flow stability problems. The experimental research can provide physical flowfield information in the flow stability investigations. However, it is a huge project to make an experimental research in the aircraft engineering. It will cost a lot of money and energy even in a small experiment and is easily affected by the surroundings [21] . Considering the weak point of the experimental research and the theoretical method a new practical method exists. It is the numerical simulation that dominates in the hypersonic boundary layer stability research. Numerical simulations have high calculation accuracy and waste less energy and the calculation results suit well with the actual situation. DNS is one of the practical methods to simulate the receptivity of the boundary layer. It is of high accuracy and does not need any turbulence model [22] .
As is stated above, the unsteady flowfield over a blunt wedge with 8 ∘ half-wedge-angle at Mach 6 under the action of freestream pulse acoustic wave is computed in the present paper. The receptivity characteristics of boundary layer to freestream pulse wave are analyzed, and the effects of pulse wave frequency in freestream on boundary layer receptivity are investigated.
Solution Algorithms
The flowfield governing equations are the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations, which can be written as follows:
The variable U in the equations is the vectors terms; the variable F in the equations is inviscid terms, and the variable F vi is viscous flux terms. The variables U, F , and F vi are given by
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The variables , , , , , , , and in (2) are density, velocity, total energy, Kronecker symbol, shear stress, pressure, and heat conductivity coefficients, respectively. The viscosity coefficient is determined by the Sutherland law; it is shown in
Here, the Sutherland temperature = 110.4 K. Under the perfect gas assumption, the pressure is obtained by
In the present work, the compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved by using a high order finite difference method for space discretization and time integration. The convection terms are split into positive convection terms and negative convection terms by Steger-Warming splitting method [23] . Assume the Jacobian is A and the eigenvalue is { }, where = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. In this case, the inviscid flux terms can be split as follows:
A 5th-order accurate weighted essentially nonoscillatory (WENO) scheme [24] is used for the space discretization of both positive convection terms and negative convection terms: A 6th-order center difference scheme [25] is employed for viscous terms space discretion:
Here, the variables , , and are weighting coefficient. A third-order, total variation diminishing (TVD) RungeKutta scheme [26] is introduced to time integration
In (8), Δ is time increment and and are the weighting coefficient. These methods are suitable in the flows with discontinuities or high gradient regions. In particular, the high order weighted essentially nonoscillatory (WENO) and the improved WENO methods are widely implemented in the DNS of compressible turbulent flows, in order to keep higher order approximations in smooth regions and to eliminate or suppress oscillatory behavior near the discontinuities [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . The solution of the unsteady flowfield can be described as follows: in a given direction, the spatial derivatives at the nodes are approximated by a higher order interpolation and the neighboring nodal values in that direction. The resulting equations are then integrated into time to get the instantaneous parameter values at the point as a function of time. To validate this numerical method, the similar situation of the numerical simulation is performed by the numerical scheme, which is a Mach 8 flow over a 5.3
∘ half-angle wedge under disturbances wave. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the pressure disturbance amplitude of the fourth harmonic mode 4 development along streamwise * with Wang et al. 's result [32] , indicating that the numerical scheme used in this paper is available. 
Computational Conditions
The numerical simulations of hypersonic flow over an 8 ∘ halfangle wedge with blunt nose radius = 1 mm are performed at a freestream Mach number of 6.0. Freestream temperature ∞ = 169 K. Angle of attack AOA = 0 degrees. Wedge angle = 16 degrees. Reynolds number, Re = ∞ ∞ / ∞ , based on freestream parameters (density ∞ , velocity ∞ , and viscosity coefficient ∞ ) and the wedge nose radius, is equal to 10000. It should be mentioned that subscript "∞" denotes freestream condition. Figure 2 (a) shows the computational model and Figure 2 (b) shows the mesh grid. Using a grid size of 300 × 120, the calculations are resolved. The density of mesh grid in this paper matches that in the investigations with similar numerical model conducted by Zhang et al. [19] . A stretching method is used in the wall-normal direction in order to cluster more points inside the boundary layer and nose region. The stretching method used is also employed in the verification simulation of Figure 1 . Results show the current results agree well with Wang et al. 's [32] . The variables density , pressure , time , length, and velocity are nondimensionalized by their corresponding reference variables ∞ , ∞ ∞ ∞ , / ∞ , , and ∞ , respectively. According to the reference variables of density, pressure, time, length, and velocity, the other parameters are also nondimensionalized; for instance, frequency is nondimensionalized by ∞ / . No-slip, no-penetration, and isothermal wall (wall temperature = 500 K) conditions are employed on wall surface. Symmetry condition and extrapolation are employed at the -axis ( = 0) and the outflow boundary, respectively. The computation procedure contains two steps: first, to compute the steady mean flow and next (at = 0), to employ fast acoustic disturbance at the upper boundary (freestream boundary) and perform the computations of unsteady flowfield with freestream disturbance. The form of the disturbance employed can be expressed as follows:
( −( ⋅Re/10
where the variables A = 0.06, k = 3.1446 × 10 −4 , Ma = 6.0, and t are amplitude, wave number, Mach number, and time, respectively. The variables , V , , and are the disturbance values of velocity along axis , velocity along axis , pressure, and density, respectively. It should be mentioned that superscript " " denotes the disturbance value of flow variables. The disturbance of flow variables is represented by the variables value of instantaneous flow minus the variables value of the local steady base flow at the same location. Three generalized frequencies = 50 , 100 , and 150 (dimensionless = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75) are computed. For pulse wave, the length of time is 1/2 cycle. A fitted coordinate system using in [19] is employed to represent the distance from the points on the generatrix to the stagnation point. The relationship between and is expressed in [19] .
Results and Discussion

Disturbance Modes in the Blunt Wedge Boundary Layers.
To investigate the evolution of disturbance wave in the boundary layer, the instantaneous pressure disturbance in boundary layer for pulse wave ( = 0.25) at different surface locations is shown in Figure 3 . It is found that when the International Journal of Aerospace Engineering fast acoustic wave pulse wave passed through somewhere on the wall, the amplitude of the pressure disturbance ( , , ) firstly increases and then decreases, the shape of which is similar to freestream pulse disturbance; when the wave went through the wall completely, the effect still continues and experiences many damped oscillations until the amplitude tends to 0. It is believed that the damped oscillation is due to the reflection between bow shock wave and wall [18] . It is also found that the pressure disturbance in boundary layer is much larger than that in freestream and the forcing disturbance is enlarged by bow shock. According to the supersonic flow stability theory, the flow parameters such as the pressure, temperature, and density will be significant changes after the shock interference [33] . It is known that the freestream disturbance wave precisely showed the flow parameters fluctuate. Therefore, the bow shock wave has a significant amplification effect on freestream disturbance wave. It is worth mentioning that part of the wave disturbances especially the disturbance waves in the nose area of hypersonic blunt wedge flowfield will be reflected back and forth movement between the wall and the bow shock after the interaction between the bow shock and freestream pulse wave. Every time there was a shock wave reflection, and the disturbance will be amplified once [18] . It is believed that this reciprocal reflex movement has a certain effect on the amplification although there is viscous dissipation during the disturbance waves spreading process. In Liang et al. 's investigations [18, 34] , they gave out similar analysis to present work. Their LST and the DNS results show that the bow shock has a significant amplification effect on freestream small disturbance. Yan's survey [35] explained the research on the characteristics of the first mode and the second wave of instability. The phenomenon indicates that the bow shock has a significant effect on the disturbance wave. These results are consistent with the present results obtained in this paper. The following is worth mentioning. (1) The pressure disturbance in nose boundary layer ( = 0.91485) is much larger than that in no-nose boundary layer ( = 6.62071, 9.10146); that is to say, the amplification effect at nose far outweighs that at nonnose. According to the theory of supersonic flow that free flow pressure disturbance will be magnified under the interference of the bow shock. It is known that in the nose area it is approximately normal shock, but in the no-nose area the corresponding bow shock is oblique shock [32] . Obviously, the normal shock is of greater strength than the oblique shock, so the amplification effect in nose area is 6 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering significantly larger than that in the no-nose area. (2) The pressure disturbance signal form appears to be relatively single upstream ( = 0.91485) but got complex downstream ( = 6.62071, 9.10146). According to the receptivity theory [15] , the disturbances react with the shock wave in the head area, and then the disturbance entering into the boundary layer leads to the unstable disturbance wave in the boundary layer [36] . From Figure 3 , the disturbance occurs as single formation in the head area. It is because the disturbance wave in the nose boundary layer is mainly the initial disturbances wave which occurs after the interaction between freestream disturbance and the bow shock. However, with the disturbance waves propagating along the streamwise, the repeated reflection between wall and bow shock and the repeated interaction between disturbance wave and boundary layer increase. This complicates the form of disturbance waves. It is obvious that the frequency of disturbance wave in the boundary layer is changed under the complex interaction and reflection. The evolution of unstable disturbance waves in boundary layer plays an important role in determining boundary layer stability [11, 29] , so many research works have been done on the evolution of unstable disturbance waves under freestream continuous small disturbance [11, 18, 22, 28] . However, few works are performed on that under pulse wave. Hence, the evolvement of unstable disturbance waves in boundary layer will be analyzed in Figures 3 to 10 .
To analyze the frequency domain signal in boundary layer, Fourier transform is introduced to separate the pressure disturbance signal at different surface locations. Fourier transform can be expressed as follows:
(10) Figure 4 shows the Fourier frequency spectral analysis (FFSA) of pressure disturbance at different surface locations under freestream pulse wave with = 0.25. The following is found. (a) The FFSA amplitude decreases sharply when is increasing from 0.91485 to about 3.71217. The FFSA amplitude increases continuously when is increasing from about 5.18153 to 9.10146; it is believed that the increasing is caused by the complex interference between the induced wave and boundary layer. This demonstrates that although the above-mentioned amplification caused by bow shock wave decreases sharply when is increasing from 0.91485 to about 3.71217, the attenuation of the bow wave no longer plays a main role in the development of the amplitude of pressure disturbance. (b) In the nose boundary layer, the disturbance modes of < 0.5 (dimensionless frequency, same as mentioned below) are the major component of total disturbance modes. The nose boundary layer is dominated by low frequency with < 0.5. The Fourier amplitude of pressure disturbance mode with the frequency of less than fundamental modes ( < 0.25) reduces rapidly. As disturbance wave propagates from upstream to downstream direction (when > 2.05003), the FFSA amplitude for < 0.25 reduces slowly, while the disturbance modes with the frequency larger than 0.5, in general, increase rapidly. (c) Five main disturbance clusters exist in the boundary layer at = 2.05003. The number of main disturbance clusters decreases from 3 to 2 when is increasing from 3.71217 to about = 7.48985. This indicates that the number of main disturbance clusters decreases with increasing of . It should be noted that although the current study of hypersonic boundary layer on the free flow pulse is less, there are scholars that did a systematic numerical study or made theoretical values on hypersonic boundary layer flow stability characteristics. Liang [18, 34] studied the stabilities of hypersonic boundary layer over a 7-degree half-coneangle blunt cone under continuous small disturbance waves using both direct numerical simulation (DNS) and linear stability theory (LST) analysis. In the result, the boundary layer disturbance wave gets narrow with the evolution of the disturbance wave from the upstream boundary to the downstream boundary layer, and they thought this was presumably because of the boundary layer mode competition between different disturbance waves. According to the stability theory and the numerical study in literatures [34, 37] , it is also believed that there is the existence of competition between different disturbances modes in the boundary layer, and their results also show that the frequency band of the disturbance wave in boundary layer along the streamwise would be narrowed. Literature [38] also got similar results. According to the investigations on the response of hypersonic boundary layer to continuous small disturbance, we tend to maintain that the reduction of the number of main disturbance clusters along the streamwise is mainly a consequence of the mode competition in boundary layer. (d) The frequency band narrows around the fundamental and the third harmonic mode sharply along the streamwise. The modes in boundary layer with different frequencies present various development trends along streamwise, for instance, first growth and then stability, continuous growth, and first decay and then stability.
The dominant mode in boundary layer is transformed at one time near = 7.48985. These demonstrate that there is competition between different modes. Figure 5 shows the FFSA of pressure disturbance at different surface locations under freestream continuous wave with = 0.25. From  Figures 4 and 5 , it is found that the FFSA amplitude for continuous wave is far larger than that for pulse wave. This is due to the fact that the disturbance energy for continuous wave is persistent, while the time of energy excitement for pulse wave is ephemeral, which indicates the development of unstable wave in boundary layer under freestream pulse wave differs greatly from that under freestream continuous wave. From Figures 4 and 5 , it also can be seen that, under the continuous wave with single frequency, the disturbance modes near the fundamental frequency and harmonics in boundary layer are mainly disturbance modes and the other modes can be insignificant; under the pulse wave with single frequency, the disturbance modes in boundary layer are found widely. This demonstrates that the disturbance energy of both the fundamental mode and harmonics is transferred to the other modes ( , is not an integer), which makes the FFSA amplitude of the other modes increase. Therefore, the disturbance energy in boundary layer under pulse wave is divided, which makes the FFSA amplitude of the fundamental and harmonic modes in boundary layer decrease, and also is one important reason for the FFSA amplitude for pulse wave is less than that for continuous wave. Thus, it has been verified that the receptivity characteristics of boundary layer under freestream pulse wave differ greatly from that under continuous wave. The principal problem which is concerned by receptivity investigation is how the initial disturbances enter the boundary layer and the production and evolution of unstable disturbance wave, which plays an important role in determining the stability characteristics of boundary layer and transition location. In recent years, some researches focusing on the frequency effects of freestream continuous disturbance on receptivity are conducted and found that the frequency has significant influence on hypersonic boundary layer receptivity [19] . However, the effects of freestream continuous wave vary significantly compared with that of freestream pulse wave. Since systematic investigation is still rare in this area, it is necessary to investigate the frequency effects of pulse disturbance in freestream on hypersonic boundary layer receptivity. Therefore, the frequency effects of pulse disturbance in freestream will be discussed in Figures 6 to 10. It also can be seen that the effect on the thermodynamic characters varies with the frequency of freestream disturbance. The thermodynamic character of hypersonic flowfield, particularly that of boundary layer, plays an important role in the unstable wave evolution and boundary layer stability [1, 27, 28] . Therefore, it can be believed that various tends will be revealed for the disturbance wave evolution in boundary layer along streamwise under different freestream disturbance frequencies, which makes the difference of boundary layer stability and transition location under freestream disturbance with different frequencies.
Effects of Disturbance Frequency in
Distributions of friction factor disturbance ( , , ) for freestream pulse wave with different frequencies at different times ( = 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0) are shown in Figure 7 . It shows the same tends will be revealed for the friction factor wave under freestream disturbance with different frequencies. However, there is significant difference between different freestream disturbances with different frequencies. Since the friction factor is the characteristic variable for strong shear flow, the structure of strong shear flow in boundary layer is changed due to the change of the friction factor. The influence of shear stress along wall surface on boundary was investigated in Hirschel's work and found that the state of boundary layer is affected by the characteristics of wall shear stress. Therefore, the effects of freestream pulse wave frequency on the evolvement of unstable disturbance waves in boundary layer will be analyzed in Figures 8 to 10 . layer along streamwise can be seen. As is seen in the figure, (a) when < 0.25 ( < 1 ), the FFSA amplitude increases with increasing disturbance frequency in freestream; however, when > 1.0, the trend is reversed. When 0.5 < f < 1.0, the amplitude for freestream disturbance with frequency f = 0.5, f = 0.75, and f = 0.25 sequence has a small increase. For the 3 freestream disturbance waves, after the attenuation of low frequency and the increase of high frequency component upstream, most modes components attenuate, and the frequency band narrows around the dominant mode along the streamwise. (b) After the disturbance entering boundary layer, disturbance waves with different frequencies will be induced; it has been verified that, as discussed earlier, there will appear several main disturbance mode clusters in boundary layer. It is found that the number of main disturbance mode clusters decreases with increasing of freestream disturbance frequency. (c) It is also found that the maximal amplitude of FFSA in boundary layer increases with decreasing of freestream disturbance frequency upstream. However, with the development of disturbance wave from upstream to downstream direction, the case for low frequency disturbance in freestream has smaller maximal amplitude of FFSA. It shows a similar trend for the evolution of disturbance wave in boundary layer along streamwise under freestream disturbance with different frequencies. However, freestream disturbances frequency has significant effects on disturbance wave evolution in boundary layer. Figure 9 shows the comparison of growth of different disturbance modes in boundary layer at different locations for freestream different disturbance frequencies. From Figure 9 , the following is found. boundary layer), for the three-frequency disturbance in freestream, the FFSA amplitude of all modes in boundary layer decays sharply. When < 0.5, the decay of boundary layer disturbance wave becomes faster with decreasing disturbance frequency in freestream; however, when > 0.75, the trend is reversed. (b) Various tends are present for the same disturbance mode under freestream disturbance with different frequencies. It indicates the effects on disturbance wave development vary with freestream disturbance frequency. (c) The frequency range with larger growth narrows along the streamwise. When = 9.28135, the frequency range narrows into 0.5 < < 1.0. Figure 10 shows the comparison of pressure disturbance modes 1-4 under freestream disturbance with different frequencies. Similar tends are revealed for both fundamental mode and harmonics under freestream disturbance with different frequencies. In general, the amplitudes of both fundamental mode and harmonics become larger with the decreasing of freestream disturbance frequency. It should be mentioned that a similar result is obtained by Liang et al. in the investigation on the receptivity of hypersonic boundary layer to freestream continuous small disturbance [18] . Owing to the fact that the bow shock wave goes from normal shock wave in nose region to oblique shock wave in nonnose region, there is a sharp decay for both fundamental mode and harmonics. The decay becomes faster with decreasing disturbance frequency in freestream. The amplitude of the third harmonic mode 3 near = 2.0 for freestream disturbance frequency = 0.25 is even smaller than that for both freestream disturbance frequencies = 0.5 and = 0.75 at one time. After the amplitudes of increase, due to the flow being recompressed at the back of the junction region between the spherical nose and the straight cone, the amplitudes of will decay along the streamwise in the nonnose boundary layer. High freestream disturbance frequency accelerates the decay of disturbance wave in downstream boundary layer, as the arrow is shown in Figure 10 . A similar result is obtained by Zhang et al. in the investigation on the stability of hypersonic boundary layer over a blunt cone under freestream continuous small disturbance blended with different frequencies [19] . In general, freestream disturbances frequency has significant effects on disturbance wave evolution in boundary layer which plays an important role in determining the stability of hypersonic boundary layer and laminar-turbulent transition location.
Conclusion
The receptivity of boundary layer to freestream pulse acoustic wave is analyzed, and the effects of freestream pulse wave frequency on the receptivity characteristics of boundary layer are investigated. Some conclusions are obtained. (b) There are several main disturbance mode clusters in boundary layer under freestream pulse wave, and the number of main disturbance clusters decreases along the streamwise. The nearby mode of fundamental frequency is dominant mode in the nose boundary layer. As disturbance wave propagates from upstream to downstream direction, the ratio of low frequency (less than fundamental mode) component decreases, and the ratio of the high frequency (larger than the second harmonic mode) components increases quickly in total disturbance modes. There is competition and disturbance energy transfer between different modes in boundary layer.
(c) Freestream disturbance frequency has a significant effect on the structure of shear flow, the thermodynamic characteristic of boundary layer, and the disturbance wave evolution in boundary layer. When the disturbance frequency in boundary layer is low ( < 1 ), the FFSA amplitude increases with increasing disturbance frequency in freestream; however, when the frequency is high ( > 4 ), the trend is reversed. The number of main disturbance mode clusters decreases with increasing of freestream disturbance frequency. For the three-frequency disturbance in freestream, all modes in the nose boundary layer decay sharply. When the disturbance frequency in boundary layer is low ( < 2 ), the decay of disturbance wave becomes faster with decreasing disturbance frequency in freestream; however, when the frequency is high ( > 3 ), the trend is reversed. The frequency range with larger growth narrows along the streamwise. In general, the amplitudes of both fundamental mode and harmonics become larger with the decreasing of freestream disturbance frequency. High freestream disturbance frequency accelerates the decay of disturbance wave in downstream boundary layer.
